MCB 253
Request for Re-grade

Please attach this form to your original exam and turn it in to Elizabeth Good in 252 Davenport Hall within 1 week of the time that the exam was returned to you. Do not make notes on the original exam. Please note: it is standard practice in MCB to photocopy all exams before they are returned to students. Be mindful of your responsibility for academic integrity. ANY changes made to exams results in a score of 0 for the entire exam.

Name: ____________________________ E-mail: ______________________________

TA: ____________________________ Section: ______________________________

I am requesting a re-grade for the following question ___________.

I believe that answer _________________ should also be counted as correct because…

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I am requesting a re-grade for the following question ___________.

I believe that answer _________________ should also be counted as correct because…

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I am requesting a re-grade for the following question ___________.

I believe that answer _________________ should also be counted as correct because…

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I am requesting a re-grade for the following question ___________.

I believe that answer _________________ should also be counted as correct because…